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INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE BASED ON WORK OF DAVID JACOBS 
 
 
Material Reviewed 
 

• Walking Among Us 

• The Threat 

• Recent podcasts with David Jacobs on Richard Dolan Members site.  

• YouTube presentations given by David Jacobs.  
 
 
 
Evaluation of sources & information provided 
 
This is very difficult to accomplish as I do not know David Jacobs personally, but his research is 
compelling and his observations and conclusions are based on repeat sources who are consistently 
telling him the same thing, or similar things, so that if one takes his work at face value, as I am doing 
here, then one might assign an evaluation of sources and information provided using a standard NATO 
classification system: A1. NOTE: This is a necessarily totally speculative intelligence estimate, as if 
the information provided by Jacobs were true, sources reliable and verifiable through cross-
checking with other reliable sources.  

• Source (abductee) reliability is: Completely Reliable, no doubt of authenticity, trustworthiness, 
or competency; has history of complete reliability.  

• Evaluation of information content: Confirmed by other sources; logical in itself; Consistent with 
other info on the subject. 

 
 
 
Initial Observations & Assessments 
 
David Jacobs (DJ) has stated in presentations and written work that “friends” – effectively “handlers” 
of abductees have not wanted the abductee to visit DJ to continue with regression / hypnosis sessions. 

• This would indicate that the “aliens” or “others” in charge do not want knowledge of their 

existence, agenda/intentions, identities, capabilities / operational / offensive / defensive 

effectiveness or operating methods (standing operating procedures / SOPs in military jargon), 

to be either investigated or made public.  

 

DJ has also stated in a presentation and in written work that he has “great fear” and that he and his 

family have perceived a threat to them as a result of his research in abductees and the alien agenda.  

• A key question is why he has not been silenced permanently. After all, getting rid of him 

(permanent abduction?) and researchers in the same field would eliminate a source of threat 

to the alien / other agenda.  

o I speculate that this has not occurred as the aliens / others may be running their own 

counter-intelligence on DJ and other researchers and thus have a clear idea about 

what he knows, which abductees he is in communication with, what he intends to do 

with the information he has about the aliens and who has likely seen his work.  

o The aliens may not wish to call attention to their activities through the sudden 

disappearance or “accident” of DJ, do not consider him to be a major source of threat 
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that warrants direct action or other action (abduction, memory wipe / mind control) 

– and may be waiting for the end of his natural life. However, this is contradicted in 

part by the threats DJ states that he and his family have received or perceived.  

o DJ is under surveillance by and under protection of a U.S. agency that has special 

operatives to deal with this kind of contingency and who are either equipped, trained 

and / or have special abilities to counter alien offensive capabilities like mind control. 

More on this later.  

o The US Government and / or other major world powers (in terms of military power, 

technology / economics and intelligence capabilities) are aware of the alien activities 

and there is some kind of X-files scenario in play, whereby the terrestrial powers allow 

the alien activity to continue unhindered in return for some kind of pay-off like 

technology, while scrambling to create the kinds of counter-capabilities required 

against a technologically and neurologically far more advanced enemy source of 

threat. More on this later. In this scenario, certain humans are off-limits to the aliens: 

political, military and key figures in economics and finance and technology and others, 

perhaps, like DJ.  

 

My own thoughts on the subject, are that terrestrial powers may well be aware of other activities, 

both through the public works of researchers like DJ and also through programs like AATIP. I find it 

very hard to believe that highly sophisticated terrestrial powers like the US (and its major allies) Russia, 

China, Japan, UK, Germany and France, who have long histories of complex and highly devious 

intelligence and counter-intelligence operations against each other, would not be cognizant of the 

others / aliens as sources of threat. I do not subscribe to DJ´s view in his recent interview with Richard 

Dolan, that terrestrial agencies are solely concerned with the outside of UFOs / AAPs. Any self-

respecting intelligence / counter-intelligence officer would want to know who or what is driving these 

craft and what are their: combat effectiveness (offensive / defensive capabilities, morale, logistics etc.), 

level of organisation, intentions and locations.  

• I also believe that terrestrial intelligence and counter intelligence agencies, and / or agencies 

specially set up to deal with the threat posed  by “others”, are not completely swamped by 

domestic terror, homeland security issues, Islamist terror or international crises, so as not to 

be aware of and be attempting to deal with the alien threat.  

 

 
Alien Mission 
 
DJ: “It is clear now that integration into human society is the aliens´ primary goal. All aliens are part of 
a dedicated program to integrate hubrids into humanity…. They talk about sending aliens to Earth to 
live here undetected and eventually to supplant humans. Although the alien program is one of 
integration, exactly how The Change will take place is still a mystery. It is possible that integration into 
human society may merely be a preparation for The Change. If this is the case, then the program itself 
may be an ongoing integration into human society that will continue until the global population 
contains a critical mass of hubrids. In this case, The Change may be a final, as yet unknown, event or 
series of events that will culminate in the aliens' completion of their program…. They’re going to 
replace us [humans] with people that look like us…the evidence I have found points in one direction, 
and that is the integration of hubrids into human society for an eventual takeover. I have found no 
evidence to refute this.” 
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“When this integration program succeeds, it will mean the end of humans' control over their own 
destiny. If successful, it strongly suggests, as I wrote in The Threat, the end of Homo Sapiens and the 
beginning of a new species of human—Homo Alienus (hubrids and the offspring of hubrids and 
humans). Physically, these creatures will be exactly like Homo Sapiens; but they will be endowed with 
different neurological capabilities…The abductees' testimony is straightforward: Aliens are not just 
planning a global takeover; they are doing it. Hubrids are already living here and more are coming.” 

• This would therefore appear to be a multigenerational operation on the part of the humans 
and possibly, the Insectalin aliens involved.  

• DJ: “Abduction evidence points to a single goal: global integration resulting in takeover. It does 
not point to other goals. It is a process happening now. And, if I have discovered hubrids in my 
corner of eastern Pennsylvania and in a few other places, it means that it is happening 
everywhere.” 

o Comment: DJ is training researchers in other countries. Comment ends.  
 

DJ: “Now we are faced with a species that may have an even greater mental capacity and that is 
certainly more highly advanced—both neurologically (at least in its ability to control humans) and 
technologically. In this situation, The Change means that “evolution” for humans will come in a more 
sudden spurt compared to the pace of natural evolution in which some species evolve over great 
amounts of time, while others stay relatively unchanged for eons. Rather than natural selection and 
adaptation, this evolution will be an artificially engineered evolution, imposed upon us for the benefit 
of another species. This is “unnatural selection.” It is a case of one species supplanting, or perhaps 
absorbing, another.” 
 
DJ: “The worst-case future is a sudden physical destruction or removal of the human species as we 
know it, even though the aliens specifically say this will not happen. It would be accompanied by a 
repopulation of hybrids, hubrids, and perhaps insectalins. This could be The Change. All the evidence 
seems to suggest that integration into human society is the aliens' ultimate goal. And all their efforts 
and activities appear to be geared toward complete control of the humans on Earth. Indeed, the 
abductees are already living with the burden of alien visitation and manipulation.” 
 
“It is now possible to discern at least four specific programs that the aliens have put into effect to 
achieve their goal: 
 
1. The Abduction Program. The aliens initially selected human victims around the world and instituted 
procedures to take these humans and their progeny from their environments without detection. 
 
2. The Breeding Program. The aliens collect human sperm and eggs, genetically alter the fertilized 
embryo, incubate foetuses in human hosts, and make humans mentally and physically interact with 
the offspring for proper hybrid development. 
 
3. The Hybridization Program. The aliens refine the hybrids by continual alteration and breeding with 
humans over the generations to become more human while retaining crucial alien characteristics. 
Perhaps humans are also altered over time and acquire alien characteristics. 
 
4. The Integration Program. The aliens prepare the abductees for future events. Eventually, the hybrids 
or the aliens themselves integrate into human society and assume control. 
 
The Change will come, as they told Claudia Negron in 1997 when she directly asked, "Soon. Very soon.” 
The indications are that this could mean from within the next five years to within the next two 
generations.” 
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• If you understand the likely enemy mission, objectives, standing operating procedures, 
strengths and weaknesses,  then you can plan to defeat the enemy. If you cannot defeat the 
enemy, you can still attack him where he is weakest, cause destruction and high casualty rates 
so that the enemy may deviate from or even desist in his mission objectives: think of the 
Special Operations Executive, partisans, Maquis and other resistance fighters making life 
miserable for invading forces in WW2.  

 
 
 
Objectives Behind Alien Mission 
 
DJ: “Survival: Some abductees have theorized that insectalins need to spread their genes via 
hybridization throughout the galaxy to gain a type of species immortality. Information from their minds 
can be transferred easily into other aliens' and hybrids' minds, allowing them to exist in different 
planetary environments This could be considered genetic and/or neurological self-survival. It also fits 
with the “dying planet” hypothesis in which the aliens' home planet is in crisis and they must continue 
their lives in some way on another planet. Furthermore, Earth's most advanced societies sustain life 
and order. The aliens could use this as a ready-made opportunity to take over an already complete 
civilization.” 

• Logical to conclude that if the aliens desire survival, then they fear their elimination as a 
species, either through conflict or dying out. The objective then would be to carry out 
operations that increase and give credence to enemy fears.  

 
 
DJ: “Geo-political strength: The insectalins' program may constitute a geo-political takeover that is 
based on the circumstances of other competing groups or civilizations and their particular 
interrelations. By acquiring planets or populations, one group of aliens could obtain influence over 
other alien groups. Thus it could be an empire-building or power accruing operation. Earth may be a 
rare prize in a universe teeming with life, but where intelligent, technological life is less common.” 

• If aliens are in conflict with other species, then humans should seek alliances with the enemies 
of the Insectalins, unless this would put Earth in a worse position strategically – for example – 
cooperation with another ET (or Other) species to defeat the insectalins, only to see Earth 
forces being defeated by one-time and technologically superior “allies”.  

 
DJ: “Resources and economics: It is possible that Earth has an abundance of elements or characteristics 
that are rarely found in great quantity on other planets. To obtain and then exploit the planet with 
these resources might in some way give aliens status, make them more powerful, enhance their 
economic well-being, or help their home planet by Earth's resources. It may also be a combination of 
any of these ideas.” 

• Denial of resources would weaken aliens.  

• If they need certain resources, then they are not self-sufficient.  

• Denial of resources and successful attacks on alien personnel, assets and locations makes 
them look weak and could encourage resistance to them by other species and humans. 

 
DJ: “It is possible that constructing hybrids is central to taking over specifically appropriate planets. If 
this is true, it brings up the question of how prevalent this activity is throughout the galaxy…. In 2013, 
scientists posited that our galaxy could contain over 8.8 billion habitable planets (estimates ranged 
from one billion to 100 billion). Assuming this conservative estimate is relatively accurate, if only 1 
percent of them developed an evolutionary life form that resulted in advanced technology, there would 
be 88,000,000 advanced civilizations in the Milky Way. If only 1 percent of those civilizations were 
intent on dominating other planets, then 880,000 other technologically advanced civilizations could 
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potentially be on the prowl looking for the optimum planet to take over. If only 1 percent of those 
civilizations colonized planets through hybridization, then 8,800 alien civilizations could be in the 
process of absorbing the inhabitants of other planets or searching for planets to hybridize These are 
beings from extremely advanced civilizations who would probably be able to find suitable planets 
easily.” 

• Statistically at least – there should be numerous enemies of the Insectalins to make alliances 
with, if humans can communicate with them and if they wish to ally with humans.  

 
DJ: “So the chance that Earth is the first planet ever to be taken over by other aliens is probably low 
This is speculation, but there are specific reasons for it—namely the aliens' error rate, the reptalins, 
and the aliens' preparedness. If this were the first time that aliens had attempted the takeover of 
another planet through hybridization, we would expect a higher rate of error at the beginning of the 
program than we see now. The evidence points to aliens having somewhat diminished the effects of 
Murphy's Law before they ever arrived here...Yet, overall, the error rate appears to have stayed the 
same since the program began.  If the constancy of the error rate suggests that most of the program's 
problems were resolved before the aliens arrived here, then the aliens already had experience with 
hybridization and had corrected the major errors that such a widespread and complex program would 
most probably have. Because aliens are not perfect, minor errors will occur. But major errors that might 
give widespread dramatic evidence of their activities have not occurred. Therefore, it is most likely that 
the aliens were proficient with their program before they came here.” 

• Good points about the error rate but aliens are still not perfect – and therefore have 
weaknesses that can be exploited.  

 
“They have stealth and physical technology and planning... They act as if what they are doing is normal. 
Almost everything is routinized, and the aliens know exactly what to do with each abductee. Even for 
unplanned actions—for instance, an abductee breaking away and running— they have rules in place 
to regain control and continue. Like error rate, this level of efficiency and routinization is the same now 
as it was when abductions first began. The almost flawless alien program suggests that they possess 
previous knowledge of how to “capture” a planet. Most important, the evidence points to the idea that 
taking over another planet is standard practice throughout the galaxy and hybridization is at least one 
method of accomplishing it. If this is true, it suggests that planetary acquisition via hybridization has 
happened many times before. We can therefore summarize planetary acquisition through 
hybridization in a few short sentences: It is common. It is routine. It is happening to us… There is 
apparently little that can be done to stop the inexorable takeover.” 

• The problem with applying an over-arching plan to every planet for conquest is that 
differences have to be accounted for, as conditions on different planets are most likely to be 
different – unless – the aliens specialize in humanoid planets and all humanoids and the 
planets they inhabit have very similar societies, ecologies, infrastructure and levels of 
technological and neural advancement.  

 
 
 
Alien Perceptions of and Attitudes Towards Humans 
 
DJ: “They do not talk about healing the Earth, or healing or enlightening humans, or joining together 
with humans in a cosmic community, or anything else that might help humans. Whatever the final 
event is, it will be exclusively for the aliens' benefit..If the aliens are genuinely concerned with the fate 
of our planet, then it must be because they have some stake in it…” 
 
“It is disturbing that the aliens and hybrids seem primarily concerned with the Earth, not with human 
beings; they do not comment on the preservation of life or the value of humanity or human institutions. 
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They say they want to make a better world, but they never talk about partnership with humans, 
peaceful coexistence, equality….after The Change, there will be only one form of government: The 
insect like aliens will be in complete control. There will be no necessity to continue national 
governments. There will be "one system" and "one goal." 
 
“Telling selected abductees that the environment is threatened is useless. The majority of them will 
not even remember the conversation, and most abductees are neither environmental nor political 
activists. Moreover, concern for the environment appears to be relatively new on the aliens' agenda. 
Researchers can date the abduction phenomenon directly to the late 1920s, and family stories suggest 
its origin in the 1890s. Were the aliens concerned about the environment when they began their 
Breeding Program at the turn of the century? If so, we have found no evidence suggesting this. It is 
most likely that the stratagem of environmental concern developed well after the Breeding Program 
was in place…Is it not possible that the aliens are concerned about the environment because they want 
a clean Earth for themselves? The fact that humans live on a sullied planet does not seem important 
to them, but that they might have to live on a despoiled planet may be intolerable.” 
 
“If they can instil in abductees the idea that the human race will destroy itself and they are here to 
prevent that, then it becomes easier for them to defend their actions and to solicit help from the 
abductees. Almost as important, the environmental message paints the aliens as benevolent, which 
fits in nicely with what many humans so desperately want them to be.” 

• Aliens see humans as an inferior species to be controlled, exploited used for the aliens´ benefit 

– much as humans treat all other species on Earth. DJ: “For hubrids, controlling humans even 

in a minor way can be a normal part of their function as superior beings…Forcing their will 

upon others is the essence of the abduction phenomenon...They told Reshma Kamal that 

nonabductees will be kept as a small breeding population in case the hybridization program 

has unforeseen problems. Allison Reed was led to believe that nonabductees are expendable. 

The evidence seems to suggest that the future will be played out primarily with aliens, hybrids, 

and abductees. The nonabductees will have an inferior role, if any at all. The new order will be 

insect like aliens in control, followed by other aliens, hybrids, abductees, and, finally, 

nonabductees.” 

• Humans are dangerous: exhibiting violence and aggression – hence requiring secrecy for the 

alien “Change” agenda.  

• DJ: “In yet another training session, Rachel Howard was taken to a console with a screen 

displaying hostile humans chasing a stranded grey alien through a field...Greys..told her to use 

the console to control the UFO and manoeuvre it over the alien so he could be taken aboard 

and rescued.” 

o Would indicate the aliens anticipate the potential for conflict with humans – either 

localised or on a global level.  

• Do aliens fear us? DJ: “We are immensely intellectually superior to all other life forms on Earth 

and have tremendous capacities to advance technologically, biologically, and physiologically 

in perhaps unimaginable ways.” 

o Are aliens engaged in general planetary acquisition or do they perceive humans as on 

the threshold of game-changing technological, biological and neurological 

advancements? AI? Advanced weapon systems captured, reverse-engineered or 

donated by other alien species? Evolution of humans into a different species through 

AI and biological engineering that could create a race superior to the Insectalins? 

o Or is this human potential (some humans might consider aspects of potential human 

evolution a nightmare) – exactly what attracted the aliens to Earth? 
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• Aliens do not care about humans. DJ: “And the aliens have accounted for short human 

lifespans; they do not cure seriously ill humans. Miracle cures might draw unwanted attention 

to abductees. If an abductee dies, there is a stock of others ready to step in and do whatever 

tasks are necessary.” 

o Indicates complete absence of empathy towards sick humans.  

o Indicates ruthless prioritization of resources.  

o Could indicate limited resources. 

• Extreme sexual violence: serial rape and paedophilia exhibited by hybrids and hubrids as 

described in The Threat. The Insectalins, Hybrids and hubrids appear to exhibit extreme 

psychopathy and sadism. They take pleasure in harming human women and some forced 

sexual acts are not for reproductive purposes but for the sexual, psychological and emotional 

gratification of the assailants.  

o This is a weakness to be exploited in PsyOps against the aliens; a rallying point for 

humans and a strong motivation instigating human resistance to and conflict with the 

aliens.  

 

 

Alien Weaknesses 

• Biological beings can be killed. DJ:“Budd Hopkins investigated a case in which a Grey 

inadvertently held a scalpel-like instrument upside down and, when he pressed it on an 

abductee's skin, he cut his own thumb.”  

o If an enemy bleeds it can be killed (remember Dutch´s remark about the alien blood 

in the first Predator movie).  

• DJ: “And then he takes her skin and just holds it shut and goes over the incision with this little 

red beam and this penlight and kind of burns the skin back together. He has to do it really 

slowly, but it works. And there's some residue left on her neck.” 

o Indicates aliens, hybrids and hubrids can suffer trauma.  

o Detailed knowledge of Insectalin, hubrid, hybrid and reptilian physiology and bio-

chemistry required to develop weapons and counter-measures against them.  

• DJ also mentions dermal absorption for “feeding” and Greys immersed in liquid perhaps 

undergoing a sleep or recharge cycle. If an enemy requires nutrition and water and sleep, then 

it can be debilitated and weakened through denial of the above. DJ: “But aliens—hybrids and 

hubrids included—appear to have different sleep patterns from humans. While abductees 

have seen hubrids “rest” or go into a sleep-like state for several hours, there is no indication 

that aliens of any kind have six- to eight hour sleep cycles as humans do….Water is rarely 

described onboard, although humanoid hybrids and hubrids require it.” 

o Understanding alien / hybrid / hubrid sleep patterns could provide optimum times for 

human SpecOps operations against the former.  

• DJ: “Above all, the aliens are logical. The program is logical. Thus, we can interpret it with 

logic….A program with the magnitude of planetary acquisition must be meticulously planned 

and smoothly administered to gain the desired results. The cornerstone of the program is its 

ingenious design, whose main concepts are now revealing themselves. The program contains 

at least nine essential components of advantage and activity that support global acquisition.” 

o This means they are highly predictable and this can be used against them.  
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• Advanced technology could also be a weakness if a counter-measure can be found. Were early 

UFOs / AAPs affected by strong terrestrial radar pulses? Think of the effect of U.S. forces being 

denied use of satellites for communications etc. Craft are historically believed to have been 

brought down by terrestrial military forces. 

• Human abductee resistance to alien neural control and the need for aliens to reinforce / force 

compliance, sometimes with violence, as aliens become “angry” with resistance. Some 

abductees display greater mental resilience and resistance than others. DJ: “I was already 

aware that abductees onboard sometimes regain mental control, get loose, run down 

hallways, and physically attack aliens. Moreover, considering the vast number of abductees 

operating within the system, one can imagine all sorts of scenarios where violence may 

become an issue, whether through loss of control of an onboard abductee, conflicts arising 

during field training experiences, or resistance from nonabductees when hubrids use their 

mental abilities to try to control them….Although any hubrid can control any one human in a 

normal situation, it seems that neutrally “weaker” hubrids have difficulty controlling several 

humans at once. Thus, hubrids are especially vulnerable when threatened by a group of 

humans. Conversely, they have found that they can mitigate their vulnerability by banding 

together. They can pool their neural resources to control obstreperous humans more 

completely.” 

o Hubrids are not invincible in the neurological sense and control over individuals or 

groups of humans cannot be guaranteed. DJ: “But for those few moments you were 

out of [their] control. You were in your own control. You snapped out of it. Yeah, it was 

that adrenaline rush, I think.” 

o DJ: “Karen's constant lack of cooperation slows down the hybrids' training and 

frustrates them. Yet even after many years of defiance, the aliens still use her as often 

and extensively as I have seen among abductees.” 

o DJ: But “special abductees” experience something even worse. They are unwilling 

workers in an organization they had no choice but to join. They desperately wish they 

could get out of this captivity, and these “special” duties add to their feeling that they 

are betraying the human race…After an abduction, some abductees retain telepathic 

abilities. This disconcerts them. They complain of unwillingly knowing people´s 

thoughts. They want it to stop.” 

▪ Potential for exploitation.  

▪ Special abductees are (DJ): “unwilling converts who desperately wish they 

could get out of their lifelong captivity. Their new duties add to their guilt and 

their feeling that they are betraying the human race.” 

• Use of violence by aliens, whether neural or physical is indicative of an emotion (anger) that 

can be manipulated.  DJ: “Karen refused to help them with that or anything else. Angered at 

her obstinacy, they threatened her with the destruction of her house and she saw mental 

images of her house demolished. This scared her, but did not dissuade her.” 

• DJ: “Paula's account reinforces my contention that the aliens' plan can only be carried out by 

cooperation between abductees, hubrids, hybrids, and insectalins. All must work together to 

further their interests. The program's success depends on abductees, who are the designated 

trainers and coaches. While not all abductees are required to train hybrids, it is an important 

function for a significant number of them.” 

o A potential weakness if this cooperation can be disrupted.  

• Secure logistical and support network necessary to sustain and feed workforce, train and 

manufacture items necessary to support alien operations and fulfil their agenda. Secure 

locations to conduct examinations, remove embryos and create hybrids.  
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• DJ: “Acting human requires subtleties of behaviour that only humans can teach the hybrids. 

The volume of information they must learn to live in modern civilization is incalculable—

perhaps too much for them to absorb or understand…Everything must be taught to 

them…Inspection includes physical and behavioural characteristics: Are they dressed 

appropriately? Is their hair cut properly? Are they acting in a way that will not draw unwanted 

attention? These are critical questions and the answers may help determine the hubrids' 

future…Onboard a UFO, the strict behavioural rules and clear distinctions between one 

directive and another allow all aliens to exist within familiar boundaries. On Earth, hubrids and 

hybrids find it challenging to adjust to the complexity of human rules…Without normal 

relationship reactions, hubrids might be thought of, not only as odd, but as having mental 

disorders, and this would make them stand out.” 

o Seeming total lack of understanding about humans and the necessity to place hubrids 

with human abductees or human families. Think of the TV series the Americans. These 

are deep-cover, illegal (i.e. no diplomatic cover) long-term intelligence operatives pre-

trained and prepared to live in America “on the grid”, with a fairly extensive support 

network of other illegals. They are far more sophisticated than the hubrids that DJ 

describes. The Soviets and then the Russians have long had special schools where they 

prepare long-term deep-cover operatives for insertion into other societies. Part of the 

mission profile was recruiting agents, surveillance and gathering intelligence. The 

other part of the mission profile was to insert these illegals into state structures: 

politics, the military, intelligence agencies and industry. Also to carry out strategic 

missions, like: assisting entry of Spetnatz in transition to war, pre-placement, care and 

surveillance of weapons caches and high-risk missions – like initiating suitcase nukes, 

destabilization Ops, assassinations and attacks in wartime.  

▪ Think also of the sophisticated agencies like: CIA, FBI, MI6, MI5, Mossad, DGSE 

etc, and some of the operatives and agencies they were up against over the 

years: GRU and Spetsnaz, KGB, FSB, SVR etc.  

o Why is knowledge about humans and human society not “downloaded” using neural 

abilities? This would prevent the need for exposure on Earth in extended training 

periods.  

o Why is training not carried out using advanced virtual reality or holographic 

technology in a safe location prior to deployment of hubrids to Earth? 

• DJ: “Aliens and hybrids live in a telepathic society where brain-to-brain communication from 

systematically stored data is most important. In fact, in alien and hybrid society, there is little 

evidence for a written language of any kind, although some abductees report seeing symbols 

used and a few have reported seeing books. If those symbols represent a sophisticated 

language, however, alien writing and reading could be very different from what we know.” 

o Yet another problem for hubrids fitting into human society and where brain-to-brain 

communications could be disrupted.  

• Hubrids do not understand human neural weaknesses and capabilities; DJ: “Is it [email] a way 

of socializing?” and I said, “Yeah, a communication method.” The young one wants to know 

why we have so many communication methods. I don't know. I'm telling him, “Each one has 

its place and some people like one over another and sometimes you use one over another 

because it depends on what you're doing.” “Why don't you just talk [telepathically]? Why don't 

you just ask questions?” and I'm telling him, “We can't do like you do” and he's confused. He's 

saying, “You're doing it right now.” “But I can't do that with other people and I can't do it when 

you're not around.” I don't think he knew that, because he looks kind of surprised.” 
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• DJ: “The aliens may be able to know what others are thinking, but they and humans almost 

certainly have a filtering system that allows for specific thoughts to be known and others 

ignored. Aliens cannot know all of an abductee's thoughts; telepathy has its limits”. 

• Training of hubrids in public locations that could draw attention – absence of “tradecraft.” DJ: 

“Advance, security, and independent hybrids cannot simply show up somewhere with no 

indication of how they arrived or how they will leave. Nonabductees might witness them 

appearing and disappearing. Security cameras might capture a materialization. Thus, hybrids 

and hubrids must be able to drive, not only to go where they want, but also to transport 

abductees surreptitiously so they can help in the program.” 

• Abductee homes can be considered safe houses. Other safe houses set up by hubrids or 

humans would need a fairly sophisticated level of organisation to set up and maintain. 

Properties in safe areas need to be acquired: long-term rental or purchase would be safer than 

rental. Organised criminals and hostile (human) intelligence services use front companies, 

middle-men and fixers to secure safe houses, transport, access to finance etc. For properties, 

utility bills and taxes need to be paid. This requires being “on the grid”, which is what DJ 

describes in his written work.  

• Implants can identify abductees as such and there may exist the possibility for counter-

measures against this tech. DJ: “In addition to these symptoms of abduction activity, the 

secrecy policy has many other vulnerabilities. The first vulnerable point is the mechanical 

device implanted in many abductees. Walking around with an implant can be risky. The 

monitoring system that alerts aliens to attempts to remove the implant only works in a 

nonemergency situation. To my knowledge, on at least twenty occasions abductees who are 

unaware of their abduction experiences have either sneezed out an implant or discharged it in 

another way. Potentially, the discharge can compromise secrecy.” 

• Female abductees are often embryo carriers for the aliens. Genetic manipulation or deliberate 

infection could potentially be used to introduce a fatal genetic mutation, bacteria or other 

pathogen fatal to the aliens.   

o Forced copulation of humans with hybrids could also be a means for transmission of 

specially designed STDs deadly or debilitating to alien pathology.  

o NOTE: I do not condone use of CBRN / mass-destructive weapons – I am trying to 

look at this problem from the point of view of an American or other military or 

intelligence agency and the solutions they might come up with.  

• Suitably trained or specially gifted psychic operatives with advanced skills in remote viewing, 

ethereal and or astral projection could be infiltrated as agents, either to gather intelligence, 

conduct direct action missions (assassination of alien leaders), disrupt the neural network or 

carry out sabotage and destruction aboard alien craft.  

• Think aliens would have a much more difficult time overcoming the mental resistance of 
SpecOps, like Delta, SAS, SBS, SEALS, Force Recon, CIA Special Activities Division (Special 
Operations Group) and also of other elite units like: USMC, Royal Marines, British Army Paras, 
82nd, 101st and USAF and RAF SpecOps units. This may be due to the rigorous training and 
selection, mental fortitude and aggressiveness of the successful recruits and also unit bonding, 
discipline, sense of duty and comradeship, that may well be amplified when generations of 
one family have served in the same regiment or unit.  

o Earth forces could be assisted by personal, vehicular or aerial “jamming “kits to resist 
alien neural control.  

o Might even have their own implants or take specially developed drugs to resist neural 
control.  
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• DJ: “Human-stage hybrid children are ready and motivated to learn. Because they live in a 

telepathic society, large amounts of information can be transmitted, or dumped, all at once. 

They are therefore capable of extremely rapid learning.” 

o This is both a strength and a weakness – a weakness if this telepathic process could 

be compromised. And why can´t they learn human ways quickly and easily? 

o DJ: “It is also possible that the way in which the information is stored neurologically is 

not conducive to transfer for human-stage hybrids.” 

• The alien requirement for secrecy – DJ: “Most people are not aware of the abduction program. 

It is clandestine. Although there are many reasons for secrecy, the most irrefutable and basic 

one is that the aliens do not want humans to know what they are doing. If humans knew about 

the program, they would try to stop it…Secrecy must also extend to what bystanders may see. 

Thus, the craft they came in and the abduction itself are made invisible to nonabductees. 

Perhaps more than 99 percent of abductions are not witnessed by bystanders, although they 

may take place in crowded city streets in daytime. In spite of our knowledge of abductions, the 

secrecy program has been extraordinarily successful…And, even if we accept the idea of alien 

infiltration, it may be either technologically impossible or already too late to make a difference. 

The one thing that gives hope for efforts to disrupt the aliens is that they remain secretive. This 

implies weakness somewhere in their program that humans can exploit. Taking advantage of 

that weakness, however, is unlikely unless the scientific community participates—and that is 

extremely improbable.” 

• “Yet the secrecy policy has not been implemented perfectly. The aliens apparently cannot 

maintain total secrecy. Witnesses see UFOs. Traces of their existence have been left behind in 

the form of marks on the ground and physical effects upon the environment. Many abductees 

have conscious memories of their experiences. Abductees are aware of "missing time." They 

have unexplainable scars and other physical "clues."  

• “The secrecy surrounding the abduction phenomenon shows that the aliens have instituted an 

elaborate effort to prevent their detection. Detection, therefore, may be where they are the 

most vulnerable. If so, then perhaps we still have the opportunity to intervene. Yet so far, all 

our attempts at intervention and prevention have been ineffective. Experiments to interfere in 

abductions by using video cameras and other electronic equipment have, by and large, failed 

to stop them, although they have sometimes decreased their recurrence.” 

o May indicate that their agenda is not a fait accompli and that they fear open warfare 

with aggressive, warlike, violent, and, on their home ground, utterly ruthless, highly 

trained human military opponents.  

o Aliens may fear the warlike abilities of human SpecOps and intelligence operatives. 

Humans who are highly motivated, trained to endure physical, emotional and 

physiological stress and who are imbued with a high sense of morale, discipline and 

utter ruthlessness towards an invading enemy. Humans have a long, progressive 

history of increasingly sophisticated and technologically-enabled destructiveness, 

coupled with numerous historical examples of extreme cruelty and mass-

extermination of other humans as well as other Earth species.  

o Earth governments also require secrecy – both so as not to cause panic, to maintain 

operational security of ops against the aliens – and for other reasons like protecting 

technology and special interests: exotic technology supplanting fossil fuels, runs on 

financial markets and other effects outlined by R Dolan in AD.  

• DJ: “Preservation of secrecy begins with memory blockage.” 

o But regression and hypnosis can recover missing time and lost memories and provide 

valuable intelligence, therefore alien memory blockage is not infallible.  
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• DJ: “Fetal implantation is precisely where security is most likely to be compromised. Once a 

woman has been impregnated, she continues with her normal life but she is carrying the 

foetus. Although few female abductees are aware of the foetus, they—and not the aliens—

are in control of it and the pregnancy. For the aliens, this crucial shift in control comes at a 

perilous time. If the woman realizes she is carrying a foetus inserted into her by the aliens, she 

can elect to terminate the pregnancy. Indeed, many female abductees have sought abortions. 

Alien monitoring generally reveals a planned abortion so that the foetus can be removed 

beforehand, but other protective methods must also be implemented.” 

• Alien understanding of human technology like IT - DJ: “I finally understood and I told him it's 

a machine. It does a lot of things and it does connect you with someone else, but you're not 

actually interacting with the machine itself; it's not sentient. There's a list of instructions of 

what to do—if you click here, if you click there, if you do this, if you do that—and then he 

understood that. I think because I was talking about talking to other people that he got 

confused. So now he wants to see it.” 

o Based on this type of ignorant operative, could aliens or hubrids dominate 5G 

networks or access the types of intelligence, surveillance reconnaissance and 

targeting systems of the kind that the “Five Eyes” have? 

• Use of specially trained animals like dogs to detect aliens, hybrids and hubrids: think 

Terminator.  

• Empathy with humans: DJ: “Whether Jamie lacked all empathy, or just chose not to show it, 

are equally worrying for humans who understand the lack of empathy to be pathological. It is 

conceivable that empathy may not be functional for the task of controlling humans. For 

hubrids, however, developing empathy may be possible as they “humanize.” 

o Possible to exploit against the aliens? 

• DJ: “The aliens must keep up with the indigenous population if they want to continue their 

program at a consistent level. Therefore, their population must grow exponentially as well.” 

o A source of weakness if this process can be disrupted.  

• DJ: “Aliens may also experience thought limitations. On Earth, telepathy allows for hubrids to 

control others, to have to have obedience, and to be safe. But abductees have been able to 

hide some of their thoughts and even promise obedience when they know they will not be. 

Regardless, telepathy is an extremely effective way to communicate and control.” 

 

DJ: “The insectalins have their own agenda of artificial evolutionary imposition. They are not human. 

They do not have a sense of “humanity” and they are not necessarily humane. Insectalins have created 

a hierarchical society with advanced neurology at its core. They have what can best be described as a 

collective, hive, or even military mentality, in which the colony, not the individual, is supreme. 

Telepathy, which may itself be a result of engineered evolution, prevents individuality and privacy. It 

drastically limits personal liberties, independent action, and free will. It is something that most humans 

would not want.” 

• A vulnerability as humans, if given the choice, would mostly reject this agenda and societal 

model.  

• A vulnerability as Insectalins assume they are a superior species.  

• Despite the obvious and glaring imperfections of Western society, we humans in the West 

have a democracy of sorts – and that is far better than the situation in the 9th or 13th centuries. 

Therefore humans will prefer individual choice over totalitarianism.  
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Alien Strengths 
 
DJ: “In order to get to Earth from wherever they originate, the aliens must have extremely advanced 
technology. That technology shows itself in ways other than just travel. They lift people and aliens into 
their craft using what appears to be a shaft of light. They move humans, aliens, and objects through 
solid barriers like windows and walls. They can render themselves and their craft invisible to humans. 
Sometimes radar registers them or people see them, and UFO investigators have recorded thousands 
of these cases. But given the aliens' enormous numbers, ubiquity, and the length of time they have 
been here, radar sightings are relatively uncommon.” 

• I would argue from personal knowledge and from research by established experts in the field 

of Ufology, that public (civil) radar sightings and visual sightings have been very common and 

that classified radar echoes and military interactions with UFOs are very common. This is in 

part based on my initial research into declassified Spanish air force files on UFOs between 

1968 and 1996, which demonstrate numerous sightings by military and civil radar, military 

and civil pilots and numerous “scrambles” of fighter interceptors as well as Spanish military 

regions going on to “full alert” status. It is also based on my military experience working with 

the RAF.  

• Specific alien craft flight and manoeuvrability characteristics as identified in the AATIP 

program, other likely programs and the long history of modern UFO sightings and (often 

deadly to the humans) interactions with terrestrial civil and military craft since WW2. I have 

my own knowledge of this particular subject and the superiority of alien craft over terrestrial 

military craft, both in terms of flight and manoeuvrability as well as electronic warfare and 

electronic counter-measures.  

o Cloaking ability? 

o Exotic propulsion and anti-gravitic technologies. 

o Faster than light travel or “warp” technologies? 

o Inter-dimensional travel characteristics? Star gates? 

o Time travel capabilities? 

o Tic Tac would indicate at least some aliens have highly advanced communications 

intercept capabilities, can intercept and decrypt mankind´s best encryption and can 

understand English and military operating procedures.  

▪ This would indicate careful intelligence analysis of terrestrial military 

capabilities.  

▪ What are alien communication technological vulnerabilities?  

o US and Soviet experiences with loss of control over ICBMs caused by AAPs. Could 

aliens launch nukes at Earth powers? Would they if they thought they were forced to 

abandon the Change through successful human resistance? 

• Neurological mind control over humans. DJ: “All aliens can control any human's thought 

processes and actions, robbing them of full use of their mental powers, memory, and agency. 

They can dull people's ability to think normally or be fully aware during abductions. From a 

distance, aliens can render humans passive when an abduction first begins, and keep them in 

that condition for its duration. During an abduction, aliens can alter people's perceptions by 

manipulating neurological sites in their brains. They can make abductees think predetermined 

thoughts or “see” specific images. They can provoke a wide gamut of emotions, depending on 

their objectives. They can make both abductees and bystander nonabductees do their bidding. 

Although susceptibility to control varies, in the end, humans have little or no ability to resist.” 
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• DJ: “The aliens could, as many abductees have told me, activate a mental “switch,” causing 

chosen trained abductees suddenly to become field workers in the final phase of the program. 

In this stage, humans might be herded onto UFOs and transported elsewhere, or simply be 

enclosed in confined areas. Hubrids and aliens would then take over and own the planet. This 

could be The Change, when all aspects of the program are fulfilled.” 

• “If abductees are still uncooperative and the hybrids cannot correct them, even with physical 

punishment, they are ultimately sent to insectalins or tall greys who, through stronger neural 

engagement, try to persuade them to cooperate. Although any hubrid can control any one 

human in a normal situation, it seems that neutrally “weaker” hubrids have difficulty 

controlling several humans at once. Thus, hubrids are especially vulnerable when threatened 

by a group of humans. Conversely, they have found that they can mitigate their vulnerability 

by banding together. They can pool their neural resources to control obstreperous humans 

more completely.” 

• “Neurological control and manipulation give aliens an extraordinary advantage over humans. 

Insectalins can easily implant specific packets of knowledge into both abductees' and grey 

workers' minds to allow them to perform tasks without previous training. Thus, neurologically 

inserted information can resist the normal pattern of memory degradation and be stored 

intact for future retrieval. This memory storage may allow current grey workers to be efficient 

and proficient without much on-the-job training. It also enables abductees to know and carry 

out unremembered future tasks.” 

• Special abductees – DJ: “After an abduction, some abductees retain telepathic 

abilities...Usually, the telepathy ebbs and disappears after a week or so. This residual effect 

presents the possibility of a neurological alteration that enables telepathic ability when 

required. It may be using existing human neural architecture in a different way, or it may be 

that something is “hardwired” into an abductee, who will eventually be able to use the ability 

at will. If the latter is the case, it suggests other brain alterations in abductees and even more 

capabilities than just telepathy. Moreover, this neural ability may be intergenerational, 

reinforcing the idea of it becoming a permanent neurological change.” 

• DJ: “Some abductees have described other alien-like skills they have learned onboard UFOs—

finding other abductees, making them do activities against their will, putting images in their 

minds, and, with the help of hybrids, moving objects with their minds. All of these abilities were 

thought to be unique to aliens and hybrids. Training to use these skills has emerged as a vital 

part of the aliens' program. The neurologic manner in which abductees acquire the powers is 

unknown, but the exercises they go through to practice the skills implies that they will 

eventually perform them in the real world…Hybrids teach abductees to use their minds to 

perform a variety of procedures that hybrids and aliens routinely do. Though this training 

begins onboard UFOs, once the abductees have developed these skills, they continue their 

training in real-life situations under the evaluation of hybrids. Mentally controlling both 

objects and people is the first step…The point of this exercise is unknown. What is important is 

that an abductee and hybrids worked together to achieve a neurological goal.” 

• DJ: “Early on, I discovered that some abductees are being trained for controlling crowds of 

frightened humans…Being trained to move objects with the mind or to urge crowds of people 

to move in an orderly manner are methods of manipulation that will help the aliens implement 

their program. But abductee training goes well beyond that. Preparing abductees to exert 

neural control over humans, just as hybrids do, is the crux of the matter. If abductees are able 

to exert neural control over humans, then they must be accessing some power similar to what 

hubrids and hybrids are using.” 
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• Violence and coercion. DJ: “Violence takes place among PPH and security hybrids. They do not 

hesitate to use it on chronically disobedient abductees. They routinely instil headaches into 

those who describe their experiences to researchers…If an abductee is still recalcitrant, they 

may resort to vivid death threats, and they sometimes force abductees' heads into water until 

they think they are drowning….A week later while onboard, Betsey was given a more difficult 

task. She had to convince an abductee to jump off a cliff.” 

o Could aliens, hybrids, hubrids or human abductees force a humans to kill each other? 

• DJ: “Most abductees understand that the hubrids are part of a program that could threaten 

humanity; but because of their own sense of human decency, most abductees, Karen 

notwithstanding, usually choose to be kind and display their humanity.” 

• DJ: “For hubrids, almost everything is new, and abiding by the rules gives their lives structure. 

In a telepathic society, it may be much harder to circumvent or break a rule. Plotting something 

in private is difficult, if not impossible, when others can understand your private thoughts. 

Nonconformity in this society is virtually impossible.” 

• DJ: “As polite, innocent, guileless, and unsuspecting as hubrids can be, their neural abilities 

differentiate them sharply from us. Hubrids use neural engagement to control human actions 

when it suits them. They use telepathy to communicate between one another or learn a 

human's private thoughts. Their overwhelming “humanness” seems to weaken their alien 

abilities, but even weakened abilities are more than enough to be effective. Conversely, 

abductees cannot read hubrids' inner thoughts and, consequently, we do not know whether 

they have the full range of human emotions. How much they will be able to blend into society 

is an open question. But humans can be very strange. So hubrids have a lot of leeway before 

anyone might recognize something is wrong.” 

• DJ: “Now, with the advent of hubrids being trained in the field and then moving in, the personal 

project hybrids have the duties of keeping the abductees in line and, if they remember 

anything, not betraying the program to family, friends, or researchers. They make sure 

abductees are doing what they are told and instructing the hubrids properly. Security hybrids 

also make sure that the hubrids are safe and that the abductees are obeying orders and not 

endangering the integration program by talking to others about what they are doing. They are 

relentless and unyielding in their pursuit of obedience.”  

• Technology allowing biological entities and non-biological objects (clothing, watches etc.) to 

pass through solid objects like walls.  

o Could be a weakness if an operative posing as an abductee could plant explosives, 

compromising tech, chem or bio weapons aboard an alien craft.  

• Beaming technology that moves aliens and humans to UFOs and back again.  

o However: DJ: “When people are abducted, they are taken up directly into a UFO that 

is clearly visible to them. If the craft is farther away, abductees cannot go through solid 

objects and they sometimes have to travel some distance to a waiting UFO before they 

can then be taken up. Onboard abductees see open doorways in every room. No one 

has reported aliens moving through walls onboard. Whatever facilitates going 

through solid objects is not operating. The science behind this technology is obviously 

unknown, but it seems reasonable to assume that movement through physical barriers 

is generated by a technology that exists only for UFO transport.” 

• Unknown weapons of mass destruction or precision strike – but judging by events at Russian 

and US nuclear missile bases, I would assess that they have significant precision and mass-

destructive offensive weapons capabilities.  
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• Remote viewing? DJ: “During one abduction, Betsey and seven or eight other abductees were 

assembled in a room onboard a UFO and given the task of finding a person in a large 

geographic area. Their task was a combination of remote viewing and remote control. A 

“coach” led the group in the mental exercises. At first, the group “saw” an image of the Earth 

from space. Then the image zoomed into a smaller geographic region. Betsey sensed that she 

was “trying to find one guy in the whole Midwest.” She had trouble doing this and the coach 

took her out of the group, told her she was “not proficient,” and said the experiment would 

only succeed if they worked as a group. After returning to the group, he made her “see” images 

of North America as if from space, “clouds and all.” She tried several times and finally 

succeeded in mentally connecting with the other abductees.” 

o Are aliens using remote viewing as a substitute for or as a complement to surveillance 

technology? DJ: “I think about joining the group and feel it kind of click into place. Then 

the image of the globe is there again… This is not a real image of the Earth. This is like 

a map. . . . It's responding to me and to the group, though I can feel it kind of zooming 

in and narrowing things down. I know on some level I'm affecting it, but it's almost 

subconscious. It's zooming down to a town level, then to what feels like a house, but 

I'm feeling it's an apartment. Weird. Oh, wait. It's going to one section of the house, 

maybe a house turned into apartments, and there is the guy. . .” 

o Could this also be a means of training alien-controlled remote viewers (abductees) in 

counter-intel remote viewing against human remote viewers working for a terrestrial 

agency? 

• DJ: “The aliens seem to have almost limitless time. By comparison, humans measure their time 

in extremely short segments…. If insectalins live for hundreds of years—a reasonable 

conjecture—their lifespan is important for continuity in leadership, stability, and long-term 

planning. At the very least, aliens act as if they have as much time as they need. They seem to 

be slow and deliberate in progressing to their goals. They do not refer to target times or dates. 

It is true, however, that abductees sometimes describe being hurried from procedure to 

procedure during an abduction, as if the aliens or hubrids were on a schedule and trying to do 

as many tasks as they can during an allotted timeline.” 

• “Of course, even if insectalins have much shorter lifespans, longevity may not be a significant 

factor in the context of a constant changeover of leaders who, through telepathy, can deposit 

great amounts of data into one another's brains, ensuring a seamless transition to the new 

leaders without confusion or error. Regardless, time does not seem to be a barrier to their 

goals.”  

 
 
 
Alien Operational Activities and Logistical Requirements To Achieve The Change 
 
DJ: “When the decision is made to begin integrating into a specific geographic area, advance hybrids 
are the first to arrive. Though we know very little about their activities at this stage, it is logical to 
suspect that abductees help the advance hybrids become acclimated. Eventually, the advance hybrids, 
with abductee help, find a location within their assigned geographic area suitable for the hubrids to 
live in and then obtain living quarters for them. Housing, usually apartments, must be safe and, ideally, 
near stores that are open twenty-four hours a day so they can satisfy daily needs—Walmart, Target, 
Walgreen, Kmart, or various supermarkets and convenience stores where they can enter late at night 
with a minimum amount of human contact. Once the advance hybrids have secured the 
accommodations, an independent hubrid moves into the living quarters. Soon, the personal project 
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hybrid introduces his abductee to the independent hubrid, who becomes the abductee's student and, 
like the PPH, a sexual partner. After the independent and the abductee have had a chance to establish 
a complex personal and teaching relationship, the independent, the PPH, and a security hubrid take 
the abductee to see younger group hubrids who are also moving in.”  
 
“The more hubrids an abductee encounters, the more important safety becomes. Because hubrids are 
so critically important for the program's outcome, their safety becomes the program's safety. To 
protect them, the aliens have established a security force. Like PPHs, security hybrids bring hubrids to 
abductees' homes for training. But unlike PPHs, security hybrids have no interest in human society. 
Their mindset is fixated on the program's security and safety; that is all they think about. Abductees 
are not to talk about the program to anyone. They must do exactly what security hybrids dictate. If the 
abductees continue to talk in the face of pressure, violence can be used to stop it.” 

• What level of training do security hybrids have in counter-surveillance, surveillance, fieldcraft, 
tradecraft and IT skills? 

• Do they have human or alien weaponry / technology or are they totally reliant on mind 
control? 

 
DJ: “Although teaching and demonstrating normal human life to hubrids is essential for the aliens' 
program, as Eric said, some abductees have additional and very different roles to play within it. They 
are subjected to special training situations for possible future responsibilities more directly related to 
the aliens' goals. They are almost certainly indicative of many thousands more around the world with 
the same training…Training abductees for The Change stands out as a critical component of the 
integration program. Selected abductees are being taught abilities only hybrids and aliens have. This 
training consists of making abductees perform alien tasks, either by themselves or in concert with 
hybrids. It seems the idea behind the training is to expand the size of the workforce available to 
implement The Change and to help after it is in effect.” 

• Would indicate a future role for at least some remnant of humanity after the Change – 
abductees under alien control – perhaps to continue to produce a purely human workforce 
for the aliens – or to continue to provide DNA for the aliens for other projects – on Earth or 
off-world.  

• DJ: “Abductees have reported training sessions in which they were taught to “pilot” UFOs. In 

one such incident, Phil Nelson was placed in front of a console in what he assumed was a 

training device and watched on a screen as he “flew” the UFO. He was placed in what he 

thought was a flight simulator; he could see a screen with a UFO on it. Either a hybrid or human 

(Clint was unsure) in his fifties with grey hair and wearing a uniform instructed him.” 

o Was this older hybrid or human part of an alien military unit as wearing a uniform? 

 

DJ: “Abductees' training indicates that they may provide services much more important than just 

teaching hybrids and hubrids. Some are being prepared to do alien work. Their training enables them 

to use their minds to find and control the movements, thoughts, and emotions of other humans. It is 

possible that, in the future, abductees may be abducting people with or without the aliens' aid. This 

disturbing facet of training suggests that abductees will supplement the insectalins in their program 

of integration and control. They may take a much more active role in the abduction phenomenon itself. 

Thus, abductees are far more integral to the program than had originally been thought.” 

• Does this indicate a limited number of Insectalins and a requirement that human abductees 

supplement the workforce for use on Earth or off-world? 

• Does this indicate that Insectalins or hybrids, greys or possibly hubrids have problems 

reproducing through some evolutionary quirk, genetic mutation or in-breeding? DJ: “With 
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constant worker creation made possible through the use of abductee sperm and ova and/or 

cloning, insectalins can continually add new workers. If greys and other hybrids have a human-

like lifespan, or if they cannot reproduce, or if something goes wrong with them, they can easily 

be replaced.” 

• DJ: “The aliens must keep up with the indigenous population if they want to continue their 

program at a consistent level. Therefore, their population must grow exponentially as well.” 

• DJ: “Aliens will have access to as many abductees as they can handle. They therefore must 

create as many greys and hybrids as they need. (It is, of course, possible that, hidden away in 

the universe, there is a large population of greys who can be enlisted for use in the insectalins' 

program.) Eventually, as the population increases, more UFOs with insectalins will have to be 

used.” 

 

“Training abductees to be more neutrally proficient is a critical consideration when we think about how 

hubrids can integrate into the society en-masse. I had previously thought that mass integration would 

be accomplished with insectalins and greys directing the activities. Although this appears to be partially 

true, the insectalins have also created a society of surrogates to do the work for them on Earth. These 

hybrids can ensure that hubrids are smoothly and safely integrated. There may, however, not be 

enough hybrids skilled in human ways to accomplish the task of mass global social integration. The 

most efficient way to manage the program and to facilitate The Change may therefore be to expand 

the number of workers by training abductees to do what hybrids do. This will allow the aliens to have 

an expanded workforce when the time comes. Then some abductees will be more fully involved with 

the integration plans.”  

• May indicate there are not enough aliens to carry out their agenda on Earth. One hypothesis 

could be that they are engaged in multiple such projects either in our solar system or beyond 

and perhaps, like all human empires, are experiencing “imperial overstretch” and thus need 

to recruit “colonial forces” to supplement their own.  

 

Cocktail party scenario described in Walking Among US:  

• Depicts hubrids involved in earthly professions like: IT and finance, but there appears to be no 

hubrid political figures involved nor hubrids involved in terrestrial military or intelligence 

agencies. However, according to DJ: “Paula's group was integrated into society and, using their 

neurological advantage, they had “jobs.” The jobs were apparently learning situations. For 

them to do this and not stand out meant that they had learned the skills of human behaviour. 

They had achieved a measure of normality in human society. They had blended in.” 

o Does this indicate that they are unable to infiltrate such agencies? 

o Have they tried but been thwarted by terrestrial agencies? 

o Are they already in control of terrestrial agencies? 

o Is there some cooperation with terrestrial agencies? 

o Have they been infiltrated by operatives of terrestrial agencies or watched by remote 

viewers? 

o Or does this indicate that the Change is to come about through stealth and slow 

infiltration, rather than a coup d'état type scenario? 

DJ: “Indeed, the UFOs themselves may not be ships to transport an alien crew, but instead may be 

mobile abduction/integration facilities. Much of the UFOs' internal furnishings appear geared toward 
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performing physiological procedures on humans. Every room abductees have seen serves a purpose in 

abductions or integration. It appears that the UFOs themselves and everything in them are made for 

abducting and processing humans, hybridization, and teaching and training abductees. The UFOs were 

manufactured exclusively for the program.” 

• What about craft with a purely military (anti-human military) function in case of overt or 

covert conflict with terrestrial powers? 

DJ: “The worldwide hybridization and integration program relies on a vast workforce. Rather than 

initially bringing a huge workforce with them, insectalins seem to be creating workers as they need 

them. The aliens' bioengineering abilities are extraordinarily sophisticated.” 

• Could this mean that Earth is considered a “safe haven” for alien operations?  

• Could the aliens be having problems in other cosmic locations with their agenda due to conflict 

or logistical problems? 

DJ: “When insectalins first recognized Earth and its civilizations as a possible planet to acquire, at least 
two chains of events may have taken place. In the first, they ascertained whether humans were 
biologically and neurologically suited for them. A period of testing and investigating followed. Next, 
they mapped out plans for their infiltration and domination of humans. For this purpose, they 
developed specially equipped spacecraft for the program, with everything onboard geared toward 
humans—including the size of tables, the instruments used, the machines, the incubator rooms 
(incubatoriums), and the colour of the clothes abductees would be required to wear.” 

• Indicates advanced intelligence analysis of the human species and an extended period of 
preparation.  

 
DJ: “Once the decision was made to integrate into human society, aliens may already have had pre-
existing spacecraft that contained all the instruments, devices, and machines and interior structure 
necessary to fulfil their program's goals. They may have taken UFOs previously designed for any 
humanoid aliens and modified them specifically for human beings. There could be other possibilities, 
but I suspect that these two chains of events are most likely.” 

• Possibility that there are other “humanoid” alien rebel hold-outs with whom Earth terrestrial 
forces could form alliances.  

• If the Insectalins had come into contact with other more passive non-terrestrial humanoids, 
they may be in for a surprise with the degree of resistance they may face, or are facing, from 
terrestrial human agencies.  

• Could signify a degree of arrogance on the part of the Insectalins as regards the human race – 
they have already conquered other humanoid races but may well underestimate the 
terrestrial human species.  

• Could humans make common cause with these other humanoids against the Insectalins? 

• Are there “Others” – either ET, trans-dimensional voyagers or time-travellers (from past or 
future or present), that humans could make an alliance with or wo are already either in conflict 
with or suspicious of the Insectalins?  

 
DJ: “If this were to happen, the aliens would need a background support system and a method of 
communication and transfer of goods, unless those goods were available in other ways. Or, they may 
have other UFOs that specialize in obtaining whatever is necessary for the abducting ships. It is also 
possible that all the materials they need are on Earth, ready for the taking.” 

• If, for example, the US and UK have collaborated on a secret space force (think Trump´s Space 
Corps) – then alien logistical nodes would be primary targets for attack.  

DJ: “UFOs come in different sizes—from small, with only one room and a table, to enormously huge, 
perhaps a half mile or larger in diameter, with many levels and rooms. Depending on a UFO's size, 
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abductees have more or fewer procedures administered to them. In large UFOs, abductees report 
longer abductions, more table procedures, and more complex hybrid teaching and abductee-training 
sessions. In smaller craft, the focus is mainly on table procedures. Perhaps a more accurate way to 
consider very large UFOs is not only as transportation vehicles, but also as factories. It is on these ships 
that the multi-level hybridization program is executed. Very large UFOs may contain all the elements 
that are required for the program, including a system of biomanufacturing. The factory UFOs are 
probably connected with each other, but each appears to be self-contained, with all the necessities for 
carrying out their part of the program. It is conceivable that other UFOs are manufactured onboard. 
But even for the factory UFOs, materials not created onboard might eventually have to be restocked. 
And that might necessitate a complex network of background support to make the program successful. 
It is, of course, possible that the aliens obtain all their materials on Earth and in the solar system.” 

• Rear logistical areas a primary target for attack by human forces.  

• Much more intelligence required on the various craft, their purposes, capabilities and 
locations.  

• Much more intel required on alien logistical arrangements, stocks and where they obtain and 
store raw materials and where they manufacture craft and materials they need.  

 
DJ: “These features make up most of the abduction program. The program is secret. It is efficient and 
effective. It is complex yet elegant in its execution and concept. It is self-replicating, using an 
increasingly expanding workforce that will create beings who will clandestinely infiltrate society until 
a critical mass is reached and aliens can control human society.” 

• I personally do not believe that if DJ is actually correct, that the alien Change program is 
unknown to human agencies.  

• I believe the arrogance of the Insectalins in underestimating human resilience, ingenuity, 
adaptability and warlike characteristics, would be a major source of weakness.  

 
DJ: “If hubrid sperm can fertilize a human egg, interbreeding between hubrids and humans could take 
place over generations, until Earth's population consists only of hubrids. This is a distinct possibility, 
because abductees have reported that male and female hubrids do not mate with each other, 
presumably because that would not further the purposes of the program. And there appear to be more 
male than female hubrids, probably because males can impregnate many female humans. If this 
impregnation progression occurs, hubrids would eventually take over all jobs and positions in society. 
Society would, of course, be unimaginably different.” 

• But given learning difficulties, could they carry out every role? Doctor, general, minister of 
economics? 

• Eliminate the male hubrids to disrupt the program.  
 
DJ: “As the insectalins told some abductees, they are devising a slow takeover of humanity, leaving a 
small “pure” stock of humans for hybrid breeding purposes. This will insure the aliens' survival in the 
event that they need to restock the world with aliens due to an unknown eventuality. The remaining 
humans could be workers, used much as abductees are used And, while the program is ongoing, aliens 
could keep humans to run civil society under their watchful eye…This is a possibility, because hybrids 
and aliens seem to have no concern about human social and political institutions. For example, they 
seem to have little knowledge of what a country or a community is, or anything that humans take for 
granted as the normal world's political structure and institutions. Indeed, some hybrids do not know 
the name of the country in which they are living and working. This lack of concern could be because, 
eventually, they will use their own hierarchical structures to run society. Or they might allow us to keep 
ours and simply learn about society as they live here. Or there might be a combination of the two. 

• A slow takeover would obviate overt conflict with terrestrial forces, keep infrastructure intact 
and humans alive for use as workers or for hybridization.  
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• Lack of interest or knowledge about Earth political structures signifies either a major 
intelligence failure on the part or the aliens, or a high degree of confidence / arrogance that 
they will succeed and replace terrestrial political structures with their own.  

 
 
 
 
David Jacobs´s Conclusions about Alien Objectives 
 
Planetary Acquisition: DJ: “If the aliens want the Earth, humans are an obstacle. Taking over a planet 
without intelligent life would be much easier than taking over one with an intelligent, technologically 
adept population that could have the means to resist the invasion. If a technological civilization exists 
on a targeted planet—in this case, Earth—the aliens have several major choices. They can destroy the 
civilization. They can convince humans that takeover is in their best interests and therefore have a 
smooth transition. Or they can take over the planet and the civilization without the people's knowledge 
and maintain an intact alien-controlled global society for future purposes. The first option was not 
chosen. The second option has not been offered. The third option appears to be operative.” 

• The second option has not been offered by the aliens to the best of DJ´s knowledge. 
Speculating about this – there could be some cooperation from terrestrial powers (X-Files 
scenario) – where Earth powers try to limit the scope of the aliens agenda in return for some 
perceived benefit – like tech – or some wilder conspiracy that sees a select “cabal” of the most 
powerful human interests maintained in place with all their privileges and powers over other 
humans – but ultimately under the command of the aliens.  

o Or principal Earth powers are well aware of the situation and are scrambling to find 
counter-measures to ultimately defeat the aliens and prevent the Change.  

 
 
DJ: “To exercise the third option requires mounting a widespread clandestine operation. Earth's 
civilization allows for this method. Our physical technology is not advanced enough to detect aliens 
working secretly.” 

• As far as DJ is aware. I would be very surprised if terrestrial agencies were not aware of the 
alien agenda, activities and methods of operation and were not taking steps to counter them.  

 
 
DJ: “Moreover, human neurological abilities are undeveloped and cannot overcome the aliens' neural 
manipulation.” 

• Certain humans could be trained to overcome neurological control or have natural resistance.  
 
 
DJ: “If life is as abundant in the galaxy as many scientists believe, then other advanced aliens may be 
widespread and they may have even more sophisticated technology than those aliens who are already 
here. It is also possible that other aliens have visited Earth, although so far, I have found no evidence 
for this.” 

• If that there are other alien species active in and around Earth, could they be harnessed as 
allies against the Insectalins? 

• Would alliance with other alien species (or trans-dimensional or time travellers) make Earth 
terrestrial forces weaker or stronger? Borrowing from Peter to pay Paul etc… 

 
 
DJ: “If public knowledge were to become widespread, societal disruption could ensue. The idea that 
some people are actually hubrids could cause fear and panic. It could pit humans against each other. 
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Suspicion and paranoia could run rampant in the early part of The Change, when most people are not 
yet incorporated into the aliens' structure. The concept of trust would be destroyed, as humans hunt 
for supposed hubrids to eliminate them. Even abductees might be imperilled. Because most abductees 
are unknown even to themselves, everyone would fall under suspicion. This is a nightmarish vision, but 
it might be a realistic one if society were destroyed from within through knowledge that The Change 
is happening.” 

• Doubt very much that sophisticated Earth intel agencies would allow public knowledge if at 
all possible, both to avoid mass panic and to maintain Operational Security.  

• I foresee a selective and highly sophisticated series of ops targeting alien ops and operatives 
out of the public eye. Human military and intel units are highly sophisticated in dealing with a 
multitude of threats and also of human military endurance.  

• I would imagine the major military powers: USA, NATO, Five Eyes, Russia, China, Japan, India, 
Taiwan, South Korea, (possible even North Korea), Brazil and other key US allies like Singapore 
would most likely band together with traditional adversaries in the face of a greater alien 
threat.  

o There is a scenario that where China or Russia or north Korea might make common 
cause with the Insectalins, but I find this less plausible than the human cooperation 
scenario. The key objectives of statecraft, politics and military conflict, are: to gain 
advantage, ensure the optimum strategic position for the state and to ensure state 
survival.  

o Earth politicians and military leaders (especially the latter), are highly adaptable, with 
the senior military officer trained over a lifetime of duty to make rapid, fast, complex 
decisions in high-pressure situations and often in the absence of perfect intelligence 
about the enemy. I would be surprised if the major Earth military powers did not 
rapidly come up with integrated strategic and operational planning and cooperation, 
sharing of intelligence on the aliens, pooling of military and non-military resources 
and sharing of sensitive tech to fight the aliens in an Earth survival scenario.  

 
 
DJ: “Another scenario could mean a smooth and unknown transition for humans into another species. 
In this scenario, people would not know what is occurring until it is too late—if, indeed, it is not already 
too late. Eventually, there might be a point at which people begin to realize that others can control 
their thoughts and actions. By that time, however, The Change would be too advanced to be stopped—
assuming it can be stopped. Eventually, most humans might be in a close relationship with a hubrid 
and thus toe the line for their new masters. When that happens, freedom of thought, privacy, self-
determination, and individuality would almost certainly diminish greatly, if not disappear completely. 
Knowing what is happening to us would be meaningless… The possibility also exists that hubrids, 
although loyal to the insectalins, could be seduced by human lifestyles and perhaps driven by human 
empathy to protect people. In this scenario, the evolution of the human race could mean the evolution 
of hubrids into humanity, the hubrids having been tempted into a free-wheeling semi-private existence 
that they have learned to enjoy. They would be humanized. But the central fact remains that they can 
control humans and humans cannot control them. That neurological inequality gives them free rein 
over humanity in every way. Resistance to them would be practically impossible, no matter which 
scenario ensues. 

• Believe that given human history, it would be impossible to eliminate all resistance to the 
Insectalins and there would always be those humans who might have a natural resistance to 
neural control and thus have to be physically eliminated or incarcerated – forced labour or 
extermination camps? WMD? 

 
DJ: “If enough intelligent, knowledgeable people put their minds to the problem, there may be a remote 
possibility that they can stop the aliens, or at least slow them down. But something of that nature will 
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not be realized as long as academics, scientists, and especially neuroscientists— who might be able to 
decipher the mysteries of memory storage and reclamation—not only disregard the abduction 
phenomenon, but also think it to be a direct indication of mendacity or mental instability.” 

• Believe Earth agencies are already looking the problem: Trump´s Space Corps, secret space 
program, black budgets and concern with Others going back to WW2 and the dawn of the 
military-industrial-intelligence-finance complex.  

 
DJ: “I have come to view the alien abduction phenomenon and its purpose as an asteroid hurtling 
toward Earth—discovered too late for intervention. We can track its progress and yet be utterly 
incapable of preventing the collision.. The aliens have fooled us. They lulled us into an attitude of 
disbelief, and hence complacency, at the very beginning of our awareness of their presence. Thus, we 
were unable to understand the dimensions of the threat they pose and act to intervene. Now it may be 
too late. My own complacency is long gone, replaced by a sense of profound apprehension and even 
dread.” 

• Impossible to assess the impossibility of preventing the Change from occurring. However, I 
believe that humans have a better chance of preventing the change than DJ, based upon: 
human history, resilience, adaptability, resourcefulness, cunning and rejection of servitude.  

 
 
Further Information Requirements: 
 

• Is DJ´s research valid and true to the best of his belief, or is he under the neural control of an 
alien species and his work is an elaborate disinformation plan or PsyOp to distract attention 
from another alien agenda from another alien species? 

• DJ: “On a more specific level, almost nothing is known about the onboard behind-the-scenes 
mechanisms required for aliens to carry out the program. For example, we do not know where 
or how the onboard aliens or hybrids make and perhaps sanitize clothes and other fabrics, or 
where the solution is made for alien and foetus nutrition, or where food is prepared for hybrids, 
or where bathrooms are for hybrids, or where spare instruments are stored, or where fuel is 
stored, or where a command bridge is located (if there is one).” 

o Valid targets.  

• How long has the change program been ongoing? Since last quarter 19th century? How far 
along is the program and when will the aliens be in total control of Earth (political, economic, 
technological and military structures? 

• Level of Alien command: region, country, continent, hemisphere, planet, solar system? 

• Offensive weaponry: directed energy weapons, projectile weapons like railguns, chemical 
biological or nuclear capability. Precision-strike capability and mass-destructive capability?  

• Ability to use mental powers to kill humans or have humans kill themselves. Ranges? Number 
of aliens required? Number of hybrids or hubrids required?  

• Ranges at which lethal or incapacitating neural attacks can be mounted? Number of humans 
that can be affected? 

• Possible for SpecOps / Counter-Intel personnel to resist neural attack through training, special 
abilities, implants or man portable or vehicle-mounted tech? 

• Where are craft manufactured, repaired and fuelled? 

• Types of different craft and characteristics? Weaknesses? 

• Communications, communications intercept and electronic warfare and electronic counter-
measures capabilities of aliens? Tic Tac example? 

• Could aliens or hubrids dominate 5G networks or access the types of intelligence, surveillance 
reconnaissance and targeting systems of the kind that the “Five Eyes” have? The Tic Tac 
episode certainly points to highly advanced communications and digital abilities.  
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• Implications for exposure / disclosure of covert war with aliens? Fuels, exotic propulsion 
technologies, medicine, legal issues and law suits. 

• How safe are Earth WMD? Can aliens simultaneously take out all nuclear states´ nuclear 
forces: ground-launched, air-delivered, seaborne and subsurface?  

• Can the aliens simultaneously take out all Earth military and communications satellites? 

• How infiltrated are terrestrial counter-intelligence agencies like MI5, FBI, Shin Bet? FSB? 

• How infiltrated are secret space programs? 

• How effective are US / NATO and other major power´s Operational Security? 

• Can aliens carry out simultaneous decapitation strikes on all major world leaders, their 
deputies and successors and senior military leaders? Can aliens impede leadership succession 
and survivability for the world´s major powers?  

• Have aliens infiltrated world senior political and military leadership and other key positions 
(utilities, nuke power, water and electricity grids etc).  
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CONFIRMED INFO 

INFO OF INTEREST 

UNCONFIRMED INFO 

 
 

EVALUATION OF SOURCE RELIABILITY 

A B C D E F 
Completely Reliable, no 
doubt of authenticity, 
trustworthiness, or 
competency; has history 
of complete reliability  

Usually Reliable  
Minor doubt about 
authenticity, 
trustworthiness, or 
competency; has 
history of valid info 
most of the time  

Fairly Reliable, 
Doubt of authenticity, 
trustworthiness, or 
competency but has 
provided valid info in 
past  

Not Usually Reliable,  
Significant doubt 
about authenticity, 
trustworthiness, or 
competency but has 
provided valid info in 
past  

Unreliable.  
Lacking in authenticity, 
trustworthiness, and 
competency; history of 
invalid info 

Cannot Be Judged  
No basis exists for 
evaluating the reliability 
of the source  
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1 

Confirmed by other sources; 
logical in itself; Consistent 
with other info on the 
subject  

 
          A1 

 

 
         B1 

 
          C1 

 
           D1 

 
          E1 

 
          F1 

 
2 

Probably True  
Not confirmed; logical in 
itself; consistent with other 
info on the subject  

 
         A2 

       
         B2 

 
           C2 

 
          D2 

 
          E2 

 
          F2 

 
3 

Possibly True  
Not confirmed; reasonably 
logical in itself; agrees with 
some other info on the 
subject  

 
         A3 

 
         B3 

 
           C3 

 
          D3 

 
          E3 

 
           F3 

 
4 

Doubtfully True  
Not confirmed; possible but 
not logical; no other info on 
the subject  

      
         A4 

 
          B4 

 
           C4 

 
           D4 

 
          E4 

 
          F4 

 
5 

Improbable  
Not confirmed; not logical in 
itself; contradicted by other 
info on the subject  

 
         A5 

 
          B5 

 
           C5 

 
           D5 

 
          E5 

 
          F5 

 
6 

Cannot Be Judged  
No basis exists for 
evaluating the validity of the 
information  

 

 
         A6 

 
          B6 

 
          C6 

 
          D6 

 
           E6 

 
           F6 
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